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Multipole-cancellation mechanism for high- Q cavities
in the absence of a complete photonic band gap

Steven G. Johnson,a) Shanhui Fan, Attila Mekis,b) and J. D. Joannopoulos
Department of Physics and Center for Materials Science and Engineering, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

~Received 26 January 2001; accepted for publication 9 April 2001!

We describe and demonstrate a new mechanism for low radiation losses in structures lacking a
complete band gap, and show how resonant cavities withQ.103 can be achieved without
sacrificing strong localization in 3d. This involves a forced cancellation in the lowest-order term~s!
of the multipole far-field radiation expansion. We focus on the system of photonic-crystal slabs,
one- to two-dimensionally periodic dielectric structures of finite height with vertical index guiding.
Simulations and analytical results in 2d and 3d are presented. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1375838#
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Radiation losses are a general problem in many opt
devices. A complete photonic band gap~PBG! prohibits
losses,1 but the difficulty of its fabrication has spurred inte
est in simpler 2d-periodic dielectric structures of finite
height: photonic crystal slabs.2–9 Without a complete gap
however, it is impossible to prevent radiation losses wh
ever translational symmetry is entirely broken, for exam
by a resonant cavity3,7 or a waveguide bend. We introduce
mechanism10 by which radiation losses may be minimize
without an omnidirectional gap; unlike a previous, mod
delocalization mechanism,3,7,10 we do not sacrifice localiza
tion, and operate in the interior of the gap rather than
proaching a band edge. The new mechanism involve
forced cancellation of the lowest-order term~s! in a multipole
expansion of the far-field radiation, distinct from the ne
field multipole symmetry.

We begin by presenting the analytical foundations of t
mechanism. We employ the volume–current method,11 in
which the field in a dielectric perturbationDe(xW ) is treated
as a currentJW 52( ik/4p)De(xW )EW (xW ) ~assuminge2 ickt time
dependence!—then, using a Green’s functionĜv , the radi-
ated field is expressed in terms of only the field at the p
turbation

ET ~xW !5E Ĝv~xW ,xW8!4p ikJW ~xW8!d3xW8. ~1!

De may be chosen with respect to any structure; this de
minesĜv . With Ĝv of the unperturbed crystal, one sees th
the radiation can be reduced by decreasing either the pe
bation or the field at the defect—delocalizing the field. D
localization either horizontally3 or vertically,7 however, im-
plies tradeoffs in device size and related issues. Instead
focus on a new mechanism: inducingcancellationsin the
integral of Eq.~1!. In particular, we study cancellations o
terms in the multipole expansion of the field, using t
vacuum Green’s function. ThisĜv allows simple analytic
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study, possibly at the expense of worsened convergence—
shall see, however, that excellent convergence is still
tained with only a few multipole terms.

In the multipole method, one essentially expands Eq.~1!
in terms of spherical harmonicsYlm .12 The radiated power is
then anincoherentsum of the time-averaged powerPlm ra-
diated by each multipole~proportional to the square of it
multipole moment!. These moments are a rapidly decreas
series, since high orders represent fast angular oscillat
not present in a low-order cavity mode. Thus, if one c
cancel the lowest multipole moment~s! without drastic
changes in the localized field character, a large fraction
the radiated power will become zero, independent of
other moments. Such cancellations require only sign osc
tions in the cavity field and degrees of freedom to cont
their contributions to the moment integrals. In this way, o
should be able to dramatically decrease losses without s
ficing localization.

The 3d multipole expansion is presented in Ref. 12, a
we give here the similar but simpler 2d expansion for tran-
sition metal~TM! fields. One finds the far-field radiation t
be

Ez~r ,w!5 (
m52`

`

am

eimw

A2p
Hm

~1!~kr !, ~2!

whereHm
(1) is the complex~outgoing! Bessel function.am is

the multipole moment, determined purely from the near-fi
pattern

am5
ipk2

2
E Jm~kr8!

e2 imw8

A2p
De~xW8!Ez~xW8!d2x8, ~3!

where Jm is a Bessel function andDe5e21. The time-
averaged radiated power of each multipole is thenPm

5(c/4p2k)uamu2. Thus, any variation ofDe that can lead to
Eq. ~3! being zero for the lowest-orderam will minimize
radiation, for which any number of root-finding procedur
could be employed.

A convenient dimensionless measure of the intrin
mode lifetime is its radiationQ.3 We can define aQ for each
multipole moment by a ratio of the mode energyU to the

il:

-
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radiation rate:Qm5ckU/Pm .5 Because thePm sums inco-
herently, the totalQ is just the inverse sum of 1/Qm . Al-
though the above relations are for complex fields, they
be used for definite-frequency real fields~e.g., simulation
output! via: ImEW5¹W 3ReHW /ke.

The above theory is general for any type of photon
crystal system, but for definiteness we will demonstrate
phenomenon in structures involving rods in air. We will fir
study a simple 2d analogue to the photonic-crystal slab,
one-dimensional sequence of dielectric rods,10 depicted in
the inset of Fig. 1. Like the 3d slab, these 2d rods produce
guided modes propagating in the lattice direction~x!, with a
band gap from 0.264 to 0.448c/a, which are confined in the
transverse~y! direction by index guiding~a is the lattice
constant!. Here, we only consider TM-polarized light~elec-
tric field alongz!. Next, the 3d system that we will examine
is a square lattice of short dielectric rods in air, shown in
Fig. 3 inset. This 3d structure is analyzed in Ref. 6 an
exhibits perfectly guided modes~extended in the slab an
localized vertically!. There is a band gap in the guide
modes of odd symmetry with respect to the horizontal mir
plane, corresponding to TM modes in 2d.

To study resonant cavities, we use 2d and 3d finite-
difference time-domain~FDTD! calculations with absorbing
boundary conditions.13 The computational cell contains 2
rods in 2d and 11311 lattice rods in 3d, with the defect~s! at
the center. The resolution is 20 pixels/a in 2d and 10 pixels/a
in 3d. The 3d TM-like gap was found to be 0.320–0.391c/a,
using a single-rod FDTD calculation with Bloch-periodicxy
boundaries. Cavity modes are excited by dipole sources
ranged in the same symmetry as the mode of interest,
from the field as a function of time in the cavity, the mo
frequencies and decay constants~whenceQ! are extracted by
the filter-diagonalization method with a Fourier basis.14

In the 2d system, we form a dipole-mode defect by i
creasing the radius of a single-rod, pulling a single mo
down into the gap.10 The resultingQ versus frequency for a
range of radii is shown in Fig. 1, along with itsQm decom-

FIG. 1. ~Color! Q vs v for a dipole state in the 2d slab structure of the inset
a sequence of dielectric rods with lattice constanta, radius 0.2a, ande of
11.56. Both totalQ ~black line, filled circles! and alsoQ6m of the first few
nonzero multipole moments~colored lines, hollow circles! are shown.
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FIG. 2. ~Color! Ez radiation pattern for dipole states of Fig. 1, using a co
table that exaggerates small field magnitudes, with dielectric bounda
shown in black:~a! point just before the peak (Q51773, v50.328!; ~b!
point at the peak~Q528700,v50.309! showing nodal lines from cancel
lation of the lowest multipole moment;~c! point just beyond the peak~Q
56624,v50.300!.

FIG. 3. ~Color! ~a! Q vs v for a quadrupole state in the 3d slab structure of
the first inset: a square lattice of dielectric rods with lattice constanta, radius
0.2a height 2a, ande of 12. Ez in the mid plane at peakQ is shown in the
second inset. The central rod isr 50.45a with e513; e of the four r
50.25a neighbors was varied to controlv, and labels the points. The solid
line is a Lorentzian curve fitted to the peak~with R250.9994).~b! Electric-
field energy density for this mode, plotted in a plane 2a above the rods;~i!
point just before the peak~Q5426,v50.346); ~ii ! point at the peak~Q
51925, v50.349! showing nodal planes from cancellation of the lowe
multipole moment;~iii ! point just beyond the peak~Q5408,v50.352!.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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position. Q exhibits a sharp peak of almost 33104 in the
interior of the gap. In contrast, the delocalization mechan
for high Q leads to aQ divergence towards a band edge. T
verify that the peak inQ comes from multipole cancellation
one need only look at the radiation pattern, shown in Fig
at the peakQ, extra nodal lines appear, proving that t
radiation pattern of Eq.~2! has transitioned to a higher orde
Quantitatively, the computedQm are shown in Fig. 1, and
the lowest multipole moment dominates everywhereexcept
at the peak, where the next moment supercedes it. The
pansion converges since theQm increase rapidly withm.
~The close-set peaks in the higher moments may sugges
a more compact representation could be found, e.g., u
the crystal Green’s function.! By symmetry, even multipole
moments are zero and are not shown, and we have comb
Qm and the equalQ2m into Q6m[(Qm

211Q2m
21 )21. The

total Q computed by combining theseQm terms is within 4%
of the Q measured from the field decay.

An example of the same effect in the 3d crystal occurs
with a ~nondegenerate! quadrupole state produced by in
creasing the radius of a rod to 0.45a and itse to 13. We also
increased the radii of the four adjacent rods to 0.25a and
varied their dielectric constants to adjust the mode f
quency.@The simultaneous variation ofe and radii was due
to the limited computational resolution; in a real system,
dii alone ~or other geometric parameters! would be suffi-
cient.# The resultingQ, shown in Fig. 3~a!, again displays a
sharp peak~of almost 2000! in the gap interior. To verify
that this is due to multipole cancellation, we plot in Fig. 3~b!
the radiated energy density just below, at, and above
peakv. Two clear nodal planes appear precisely at the pe
indicating the cancellation of the lowest-order multipole m
ment. ~The near-field patterns are visually indistinguisha
in the three cases.! Similar peaking ofQ in the gap interior
~at more than 104! was reported in a photonic-crystal slab
holes,5 and we suspect that the explanation there must
be a multipole cancellation; this is under investigation.
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In summary, we have introduced a general mechan
for high-Q resonant cavities without a complete PBG, bas
on forced cancellation of the lowest-order multipole m
ment~s!, that does not sacrifice localization. It could be a
plicable to a wide variety of optical cavities, and even co
bined with mode delocalization. The signature of th
mechanism is that the far-field multipole character is disti
from that of the near field at a peakQ in the gap interior.
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